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Abstract The increase in population, parking spaces is a major problem for the apartments of the cities. Hence fresh trend is

make use of the open ground storey for parking. Also for office, shop spaces or conference hall etc., soft story at different levels
of structure are construction. In the beyond (past) earthquake has shown that the buildings with simple (unsophisticated) and
uniform configurations are subjected to less damage. The regularity and continuity of stiffness in the horizontal planes as well
as in vertical direction is very important from earthquake safety point of view. A building with discontinuity is subjected to
concentrated of forces and deformations at dot of the discontinuity which may leads to the failure of members at the junction
and collapse of building. Open first storey is a typical feature in the modern multi-storey constructions in metro city India.
Such as the features highly unacceptable of the buildings built in seismically active areas; as a been verified of numerous
experiences the strong shaking during the past earthquakes. It is the thought of multi-storey buildings with soft ground floor
are inherently vulnerable to breakdown due to earthquake load, their construction is still widespread in the developing
nations like India. It is the social and functional demand to provide car parking space at ground level and for offices open
stories at other level of structure away out-weighs the warning against such buildings from engineering community. The
ground soft storey for office space open floor is required on other levels of building. In present work we are concentrating on
finding the best place for soft stories in high rise buildings.

INTRODUCTION
It is well defined that as the pushover analysis of the structure is a static non- linear analysis under constant vertical loads
& gradually increasing lateral loads. The equal static lateral loads approximately represent earthquake induced forces. A
plot of the total base shear opposed to top displacement in a structure is given by this that would symptom any premature
failure or weakness. The analysis is carried out up to failure, thus it enables determinate of collapse load & ductility
capacity. On a building frame, a plastic rotation is observing and check the progress & Lateral inelastic forces against
displacement response for the complete structure to be identified the decision to retrofit can be taken in such examination.
The Seismic or earthquake design can be look at as a two-step process. The first and usually generally important one of the
idea a powerful structural system that needs to be configured with due regard to all important seismic performance
objectives & ranging from serviceability thought. This step contains the craft of seismic engineering. The rules of the
thumb for strength and stiffness goal, based on essential information of ground motion & Elastic, inelastic dynamic
response characteristics, should suffice to configure & rough size ab effective structural systems. The static pushover
analysis is right a popular equipment for seismic experiment evaluation of existing and fresh structures. An expectation is
that the pushover analysis will provide sufficient know how the on seismic demands force by the design ground motion on
the structural system and it’s the ingredient. The reason of the paper is give the synopsis of the basic concepts on which
the pushover analysis can be based, assess the accuracy of pushover predictions, recognize conditions under which the
pushover analysis will be supply sufficient information and, possible more importantly, identify cases in which the
pushover predictions will be inadequate or even misleading.
Necessity of Non-Linear Static Pushover Analysis (NLSA)
The existing building can become seismically inadequate since seismic design code requirements are constantly improve
and advancement in engineering knowledge. Further, Indian structures worked over recent two decades are seismically
deficient because of lack of awareness regarding seismic conduct of structures. The widespread harm especially to RC
structures during earthquake uncovered made it mandatory for seismic evaluation and retrofitting of existing building
stocks.
The pushover analysis of a structure is a static non-linear analysis lasting vertical loads and gradually increasing lateral
loads. The static lateral equivalent loads approximately represent earthquake induced forces. A plot of the full base shear
contrary top displacement in a structure is given by this examination that would show any premature failure or weakness.
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The analysis is done up to disappointment, in this enables determination of breakdown load and ductility capacity. On a
building frame, and plastic turn is checked, and lateral inelastic forces versus displacement response for the total structure
is analytically computed. This sort of analysis enables weakness in the structure to be recognized. The choice to retrofit
can be taken in such studies. The elaborate numerical/actual models can only be built once a structural system has been
made. Such models are expected to assess seismic experiment of an existing system and to adjust component behaviour
characteristics (strength, stiffness, deformation capacity) to more readily suit the specified performance rules. The
execution of this solution need the accessibility of as set the ground motion recording of (each with three components)
that account for the uncertainties and differences in severity, frequency characteristics, and duration due rapture
characteristics space of the various faults that may reason at motions the site. It requires further of the ability to model
sufficient the cyclic load-deformation characteristics of all important elements of the three dimensional soil foundation
structure system, and the availability of efficient instrument to implement the solution process within the time and
financial constraints on an engineering problem.

REVIEW OF PUSHOVER ANALYSIS AND SOFT STOREY
Dya A. F. C. and Oretaa A. W. C. (2015) The authors have revealed and number of structural members for each

story is constant. It is the, soft stories may be defined by just the determining is height of the stories. The gravity of the soft
story is varied by growing the height of the soft story. The static pushover analysis is utilized to determine the
performance of the structure under other irregularity conditions. An output of the study may be used to better existing
level 1 seismic risk the valuation. Due to the control of a static pushover analysis, the study only covers low-rise structures
as allowed by the NSCP. It is though accepting that a dynamic time history is more suitable, the pushover analysis is
sufficient due to the preliminary assessment nature of the objective. The study has found that one of the initial concerns in
the vertical irregularities is the localization of seismic demand. For the soft story structures, the focuse of seismic demand
of where the soft story is located. This data from the pushover analysis is translated into the score modifiers for varying
soft story of grimness which may be old for the preliminary danger assessment instrument.

Wibowo A. et al. (2015) That the reveals of soft storey building are considered to be vulnerable because the rigid

block set up by upper levels has restricted energy absorption and displacement capacity, thus exist from the columns in
the soft-storey to deflect and absorb the seismic energy whilst resisting the Soft-storey buildings are considered to be
particularly vulnerable because the axial gravity loading. It is the look over of the collapse working of the structures, a
unmatchable experimental domain testing of a precast soft storey building in Melbourne was then undertaken. Four the
pull-over tests were managed to measure carry the capacity and load-deflection behaviour of such buildings. The detailed
theoretical example were developed that the considered action of moving behaviour, connection behaviour, P-Delta effects
and ground slab interaction effects. The experimental results joining with a comparison of theoretical model forecast
showed that the precast soft storey structure had considerable displacement capacity beyond the traditional definition of
failure used in tall of the seismic regions, where defeat find is deemed to occur when the horizontal resistance capacity of
the system is reduced to 80% of the nominal capacity. It is suitable that the nominal failure point could be reduced to a
moving limit set at the lesser of the displacement associated with 40% of the peak strength or 60% of the column width to
allow for some innovation.

Jennings E. et al. (2014) The study came up with a seismic retrofit methodology for soft-story wood frame buildings.

It is the methodology uses of the seismic response alteration devices that consisting a pressed together steel section for
energy dissipation and shape memory alloy (SMA) wire for re-centring capability. The device can be installed within a
scissor-jack connection which is known for the pressed together footmark and high displacement magnification factor.
These characteristics make it the right mainly because of the need for placement in or near of the mini wall segments
characteristic of the bottom floor of soft-story wood frame buildings. an retrofit methodology applies the SMA-steel device
in a scissor-jack connection was created and exemplified on a three-story soft-story wood frame building. The nonlinear
analysis of time history was conducted to quantify the experiment of the retrofitted building for a suite of earthquakes. An
experimental the action of checking involves of the full-scale hybrid test of the three-story building with the seismic
retrofit represented numerically in the first-story serving as the numerical substructure, and the top of the two stories
represented physically in the laboratory. This results are the completely-scale hybrid trial are introducing by the
validating of the proposed seismic retrofit using SMA-steel devices in scissor-jack connection.

Sahoo D. R. and Rai D. C. (2013) The presents design procedure and analytical valuation of two strengthening
techniques to better the seismic performance of the existing non-ductile RC frames with soft-story at the ground story
level. A first technique, termed as the column retrofit (CR), uses just partial steel jacketing to enhance the lateral strength
and plastic rotational capacities of the deficient columns at the ground story level. The later technique, describe as full
retrofit (FR), consider the aluminium shear links as supplemental strength excess devices in addition to the strengthened
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ground story columns. Experiment-based plastic design approach is used to proportion various elements of the
strengthening techniques. The nonlinear static analysis and dynamic analyses are carried out to evaluate the experiment
of the existing and strengthened frames. The first parameters check out are (a) inter story drift, (b) residual drift, (c) yield
mechanism, (d) energy dissipation, and (e) lateral strength. The full retrofit frame effectively controlled the drift reaction
by avoiding the soft-story collapse because of the significant energy dissipation in the shear links. Moreover, the full
retrofit frame achieved the desired yield mechanism without exceeding the design target drift level.

Kirac N. et al. (2011) Study the seismic behaviour of weak-storey. Calculations are carried out for the building

models which are include of other stories, storey heights and spans. The some weak-storey models are structural systems
of existing buildings which are harm during earthquakes. The results are similarity with the current earthquake code. A
ratio of buildings which have weak-storey irregularity is determined for both Ankara and Eskisehirregions. It is notice that
negative effects of this irregularity can be reduced by some precautions during the construction stage. Also some advice is
presented for the existing buildings with weak-storey irregularity.

S M Innayatullah Priyanka.S (2015) In the present investigated the performance of soft storey infilled frame
models of 4 bay G+ 11 storeys using static pushover nonlinear analysis. The seismic analysis is carried out using the
Response spectrum method in seismic zone V of India. The conclusions drawn from the present analysis are presented in
this chapter.

Achyut S. Naphade, G. R. Patil (2015) From the analysis model SAP2000 & be concluded that, high the yielding

occurs at the soft storey, because of soft stories maximum plastic hinges are forming though the base force is increasing
and Concluded that as there is shifted by the soft storey to higher level, yielding is less than lower level soft storey and
lower intensity hinges are forming after maximum number of pushover steps. Also be seen from pushover and capacity
spectrum curve that time period goes on reducing from 0.716 Sec. for 2rd floor soft storey to 0.446 Sec. at 8th floor soft
storey. Which means soft storey is protected from higher level in high rise building. It is the most of the hinges developed
in the beams and little in the columns. It is notice that plastic hinges are developed in columns of ground level soft storey
which is not acceptable criteria for safe design. the later on retrofitting of all the models with shear walls hinges are not
created in any of the columns. In medium high rise buildings (i.e. greater than 10 storeys) providing of shear walls is found
to be effective in enhancing the overall seismic capacity characteristics of the structure.

Rahiman G. Khan , M. R. Vyawahare (2013) It is the revealed by the we shift of soft storey to higher level the

intensity of hinge formation becomes lower and lower at the same time displacement increases and base shear also. The
behaviour of correctly showing the reinforced concrete frame building is sufficient as point out by the crossing of the
requirement and capacity curves and the distribution of hinges in the beams and the columns. The most of hinges
developed in the beams and little in the columns.

Hardik Bhensdadia, Siddharth Shah (2015) Also concluded that Base shear increases with the increase of
mass and number of story of the building, also base shear given from pushover analysis is much more than the base shear
given from the equal in value of static analysis. The displacement of building increases from lower zones to higher zones,
because the importance of intensity will be extra for higher zones, comparable for drift, because it is match up with the
displacement. The whether are not settled columns on ground floor or in eight floors the displacement charge increase
when a unsettled column is provided that edge and middle than the outer face of the frame. It is the all models the
displacement values are less for lower zones and it goes on increases for higher zones.

Conclusion
From the above research papers, Conclusion can be draw there are pushover analysis and soft story (open ground
story/parking floor). The various methods of the non-linear static analysis are studied out of which push over analysis is
the correct and capability method of analysis yet some parameters evaluated. Also further studies needed for evaluated.
The successful plan of strength is introduced which comprise of steel extraordinary refreshing placed at soft storey which
results in increased stiffness of that storey.
There is serious threat to the buildings with soft storey when struck by a lateral load like earthquake.
The common practice in densely populated cities of India to provide buildings with open ground storey such as soft storey
and parking floors compulsory, which need to strength to avoid life and economic loss.
The non-linear computer packages like SAP2000, ETABS, ANSYS, etc. are available and can be used for modelling.
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The pushover analysis is a simple way to explore the non-liner behaviour of the building.
Use of economical and effective push over analysis for strengthening soft-storey RC building is not study.
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